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The term chronic disease has been used for a long time. 
It is surprising that there is today no accepted definition 
nor agreed upon lists.1 Consider the following: 
 

•     The famous long-term health surveys in the US 
(NHANES) list cardiovascular disease, 

hypertension, diabetes, high cholesterol, asthma, COPD and previous 
cancer. 

•     Medicine Net simply describes them as diseases that generally cannot 
be prevented by vaccines or cured by medicines and do not just 
disappear.  

•     The World Health Organization defines them as not passed person to 
person, of long duration, and generally slow progression. They list 
cardiovascular disease, cancer, chronic respiratory diseases such as 
COPD and asthma, and diabetes.  

•     The US Center for Disease Control (CDC) omits chronic respiratory 
diseases.  

•     The Australian Institute for Health and Welfare focuses on certain 
characteristics such as complex causality with multiple factors, long 
development period, prolonged course of illness and functional 
impairment. The Australian view includes mental illness and oral 
diseases. 

 
It is common to equate chronic diseases with so-called diseases of civilization 
which reflect the mismatch between how humans evolved and the modern 
environment. These typically include coronary heart disease, obesity, 
hypertension, type 2 diabetes, some cancers, autoimmune disease and 
osteoporosis, all of which are rare or virtually absents in hunter-gatherers and 
other non-westernized populations.  
 
For perspective, the above views can be compared with the current leading 
causes of death in the US arranged in order of prevalence; heart disease, 
cancer that is metastasized, chronic lower respiratory diseases, accidents, 
cerebrovascular diseases, Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, influenza and 
pneumonia, kidney diseases and suicide. 
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In this issue an attempt is made to examine chronic disease prevention 
through the lens of what has been featured over the past 11 years in IHN. 
The relevant diseases would include all those discussed above but the 
discussion focuses not on the disease but on its prevention based on diet and 
lifestyle. Thus pharmaceutical intervention is ignored. For many, but certainly 
not all, chronic disease drug therapy benefits only one or 2 % of those treated 
and is accompanied by side effects. For cancer it is a more complex issue 
since with some exceptions approximately 50% of those who achieve 
remission have recurrence in 10 years, although this is age and stage 
dependent and many cancers are treated with pharmaceuticals. However, 
success is a matter of definition. Recurrent cancer fits well with the above 
views of chronic disease.  
 
The fact that many chronic diseases, no matter how defined, are also 
diseases of civilization forces one to look at diet and lifestyle and ignore 
modern drug approaches if the goal is getting at the cause and affecting a 
cure, major reversal or even significant slowing of progression.  
 
1. Bernell S, Howard SW. Use Your Words Carefully: What Is a Chronic 

Disease? Front Public Health 2016;4:159. 
 
Wishing you and your family good health, 
 
William R. Ware, PhD, Editor 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

PREVENTION OF CHRONIC DISEASES 

This is the beginning of the 11th year I have written almost all of the contents of 
International Health News. I would like to sum up the aspects of chronic disease 
prevention that seem to stand out and for which in most cases there is clinical evidence, 
but have included alternative approaches that rest on what seem to be valid case 
histories or anecdotal evidence. Rather than sort by disease a simple set of 
generalizations will be presented. The chronic diseases in question (discussed in IHN) 
are cancer, type 2 diabetes, atherosclerosis and heart disease, overweight or obesity, 
heart failure, chronic kidney disease, mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s 
disease. Certain psychiatric disorders also qualify for being impacted.  

 

Highlights 
Putting diabetes into remission – Update 
on the Newcastle Diet                               p.  7 
The nutrient gap and supplements            p. 10 
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For each disease there are a number of complex issues. However, diet and lifestyle 
nevertheless have a broad impact on this whole set of chronic diseases. This is 
the main point being made. Humans did not develop a set of chronic diseases which 
have rapidly become alarmingly prevalent over about a century simply because of a 
deficiency in patent drugs. In addition, we are not talking about infectious diseases. We 
are referring to so-called “diseases of civilization,” diseases which appear to be 
associated with modern Western diets and lifestyles being at odds with human 
physiology. Readers should keep in mind that the odds favor chronic diseases as the 
cause of their inevitable death unless there are a large number of improbable advances 
in medicine. In addition, it can hardly be called prevention when a pharmaceutical 
intervention fails to benefit almost all (generally ≥ 98%) who partake in it while 
experiences side effects, some serious. Negligible absolute risk reductions should be 
seen for what they are and unless there are zero adverse side effects and a reasonable 
cost, and the former is exceedingly rare, the intervention should be questioned.  
 
The following are simply based on research results suggesting action to consider when 
concerned about the prevention of chronic disease. To document would require too 
many references. However, see the articles in IHN indexed under Diet, Supplements, 
Vitamins and Vitamin D. The index has just been updated to December 2017. 
 
DIET 

•     Eat real food and avoid or minimize all processed foods. Select organic (certified 
if possible) whenever available, or produce from trusted farmers.  

•     Minimize consumption of table sugar and foods containing added sugar including 
high fructose corn syrup (HFCS). Examples: molasses, maple syrup, fruit juice 
concentrates and sugar sweetened drinks, especially sodas and many snacks 
and processed foods.  

•     Minimize consumption of refined starches. Examples include items made from 
refined flour or rice such as white pasta, crackers, cakes, cookies, bagels, 
donuts, muffins, soft sandwich bread, baked deserts, pastries, buns, pancakes 
and waffles. View starches as sugar although some have low impact on blood 
sugar because of slow digestion. Consider avoiding whole-wheat products as 
they contain a potent lectin (wheat germ agglutinin).  

•     Drink and cook with only reverse osmosis (RO) water produced by a reliable 
multi-filter system. Have system checked yearly. RO filters have a lifetime of 
about 2-3 years. Other filters may need changing more frequently, typically once 
a year. Compensate for the mineral loss with supplements.  

•     If obese, eat almost no sugar or starch from any source, limit beer and restrict 
and adjust calorie intake to maintain continuous weight loss. And be patient.  

•     Avoid overeating except on festive or special occasions. Maintain a weight 
consistent with not being considered overweight (BMI < 25—see internet charts 
or calculators). When weight starts to creep up, take action since this is when 
control is the easiest. When signs of belly fat accumulation appear, take action to 
reverse it. No sugar and no starch is a good start.  
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•     Considering adopting the Mediterranean diet. 
•     The above food avoidance suggestions and the consumption of real food render 

many of the isles in the supermarket irrelevant. Considering the prevalence of 
chronic diseases or the diseases of civilization and where they rank in causes of 
mortality, this may be a significant observation.  

•     Make breakfast a major meal.  
•     Consider the merits of a leisurely family dinner with no cell phones.  
•     Consider much more emphasis on home-cooked meals.  
•     Fast from after dinner until breakfast including no snacks. Aim at 12 or more 

hours. 
•     Weight loss depends as much if not more on what you eat as how much you eat.  
•     The cardinal principle—do not eat anything without a good reason your great 

grandmother would not recognize as food.  
 
IMPORTANT BLOOD TESTS THAT MAY NOT BE PART OF A ROUTINE PHYSICAL 

•     Vitamin D status from 25-hydroxyvitamin D. 
•     Thyroid T4 to T3 conversion status by measuring T3. 
•     Ferritin, the indicator or body iron stores. Evidence suggests ignoring the upper 

reference range and using blood donation to keep near the lower reference 
range value. For women, ferritin level almost always goes up after menopause. 

•     Vitamin B12. 
•     Homocysteine. 
•     HbA1c determination of 3-month average blood glucose, not just fasting glucose.  

 
SUPPLEMENTS AUGMENTING MICRONUTRIENT DEFICIENT FOODS, LACK OF 
SUN EXPOSURE, OR AGE RELATED CHANGES OR ABSENCE OF IN 
ENDOGENOUS SYNTHESIS 
 
Surveys in the US commonly find a significant prevalence of some micronutrient 
deficiencies theoretically easily correctable by supplementation. The 
multivitamin/mineral pill may not contain sufficient amounts of some nutrients. Cutting 
back on iodized salt will reduce iodine consumption but multivitamins generally contain 
sufficient amounts. Salt added to processed foods, a major source of salt, is probably 
not iodized.  Thus the list below.  
 

•     Vitamin C (humans can’t make it) 
•     Vitamin D3  
•     Magnesium 
•     Krill oil—omega 3s 
•     High quality multivitamin-mineral.   
•     Vitamin K2 but may be contraindicated if one is on blood thinners such as 

warfarin.  
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•     Iodine, e.g. from Lugol’s solution or capsules or a multivitamin/mineral 
supplement. 

•     Highly bioavailable Co-enzyme Q10, especially if on statins.   
•     Men should avoid supplements containing iron as should anyone with elevated 

ferritin levels. Routine blood tests will pick up anemia.   
 
The doses may require some internet research. The doses recommended in Life 
Extension products are probably well researched.  
 
DISEASE-TARGETED SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETS 

•     Low-dose Salvestrols for primary cancer prevention. 
•     Aged garlic extract for slowing progression or reversing atherosclerosis. 
•     Mix of coconut oil and medium-chain triglyceride oil (roughly 50-50) for mild 

cognitive impairment or Alzheimer’s disease.  
•     Short-term severe calorie restriction for type 2 diabetes (Newcastle Diet). 
•     Co-enzyme Q10 for heart failure.  
•     Pre-diabetes is a very significant warning sign and can be treated with a low 

carbohydrate ketogenic diet or more effectively and very quickly with the 
Newcastle Diet. Consider getting a good glucose meter. They are cheap but the 
strips a bit pricy. Nevertheless, this allows one to quickly acquire knowledge of 
their current glucose metabolism (fasting, before meals, 2-hours after meals). 
Also allows following the success of such diets as the Newcastle and will provide 
early warning of prediabetes. Note that high vitamin C consumption can cause 
false results with some brands by interfering with the strip chemistry.  

   
LIFESTYLE AND OTHER ISSUES 

•     Do not smoke anything and avoid second-hand smoke. 
•     Air pollution is highly unhealthy but avoiding it may be impossible. Something to 

consider when changing jobs. Note it is very common for the more wealthy to 
concentrate in suburbs upwind of the prevailing winds, which is frequently on the 
west side of town.  

•     Attempt to decrease or eliminate chronic psychological stress both domestic and 
in the workplace. A much underappreciated but well documented and understood 
driver of some chronic diseases, but one that may prove very difficult to deal with 
given modern times and human nature. Children especially suffer greatly from 
the psychological effects of bullying. Having a bully or a jerk as a boss has the 
same result.  

•     Avoid sedentary behavior. When work requires a lot of sitting, frequently get up 
and move around. Walk at least 30 total minutes or more a day. Consider using a 
stand-up desk for part of the day.  

•     Get as much exercise as permitted by work and other obligations.  
•     Don’t count on modest exercise for weight loss. The “eat less and move more” is 

a meaningless generalization. A brisk half-mile walk will burn about 60 calories. 
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Compare this with the typical 1800 calories just to keep your biological machinery 
working and the typical 2500 daily energy intake (over 3000 for hard physical 
labor).  

•     Get help if necessary to address sleep problems and be wary of prescription 
sleep aids. Benzodiazepines (e.g. valium) can be almost as dangerous as other 
potent psychiatric drugs.  Sleep in a totally dark room (otherwise you may not 
generate sufficient melatonin to aid in sleep).  

•     As one ages, it is common to awake soon after midnight and have problems 
getting back to sleep. Getting up and reading, perhaps with a dose of melatonin, 
may help.   

•     If you are told you have sleep apnea, take the problem very seriously. You 
probably will need professional help.  

•     Be concerned about a toxic office or home environment (not psychological—see 
above). The newer the home or office, the greater the risk. So called sick 
buildings are not imaginary.  

•     For mental health problems, consider pharmaceuticals an absolute last resort for 
acute problems. Get help from someone who looks at the big picture and can 
offer non-drug alternatives. Be aware that a powerful placebo effect has 
confounded many studies on which pharmaceutical guidelines and clinical 
practice are based.  

•     In dealing with health problems, it is sometimes necessary to seek out a true 
generalist who thinks outside the box. After referral to one or two specialists who 
provide a diagnosis but ineffective treatment, look for a generalist (holistic or 
integrative but medically trained professional—MD). The common specialist 
system coupled with the emphasis in medical school on acute problems requiring 
hospitalization encourages health care professionals to think mostly inside their 
specialist boxes. Countless patients go from one doctor to the next but fail to get 
help or even a correct diagnosis.  

•     Recognize when symptom relief is not really the solution to a problem but rather 
a modest delaying technique for a progressive disorder. This happens with many 
treatment protocols. Seek a true diagnosis which may lead to a cure. Good luck!  

•     Place high value on interactions with family, a circle of friends and even a pet 
dog or cat.  

 
This may seem like a long and unrealistic do-and-don’t do list and naturally not all of the 
issues are pertinent to all readers. However, this unfortunately seems to be the crux of 
the matter, there is growing evidence that a large impact can only be attained when the 
approach involves multiple interventions and changes. This has come up repeatedly in 
reports in IHN in the context of chronic disease.  To be highly selective or just 
implement two or three that appear easy or painless is like going into a jungle full of all 
sorts of animals and reptiles that routinely kill humans and simply guarding against, for 
example, tigers. 
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Final remark—the above is mostly based on research that appears sound. But some 
depend only on anecdotal evidence or intuitive beliefs like don’t eat poison. This is 
unfortunately where we are today. Most of the issues are not easy or even possible to 
examine with randomized, placebo controlled, blinded studies. In addition, drugs that 
make money and justify expensive trials, while easy to use, do not appear to be the 
answer for really impacting chronic disease. The most devout in their dedication to 
evidence-based medicine will say there is no real evidence or make the milder standard 
statement that correlation does not prove cause. In doing this they discourage the 
adoption of actions that might just be very important. If they are also harmless, then why 
not? Almost all evidence-based interventions may be statistically significant, but the 
balance sheet between harm and benefit can be complex and what is more important, 
uncertain.  
 
 
PUTTING DIABETES INTO REMISSION. THE NEWCASTLE DIET—AN 

UPDATE 
 

In 2011 Professor Roy Taylor’s group at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, 
published their first clinical study on the reversal of type 2 diabetes with an 8-week very 
low calorie diet (600-700 calories/day).1 Some called it the Newcastle Diet and many, 
especially in England tried it at home with the help of printed instructions and had very 
good results.2 Taylor in 2012 presented these results and an explanation of the 
pathophysiology in the  Banting Memorial Lecture which was published.3 In 2013 they 
presented a detailed mechanism accounting for these results.4 This was followed in 
2015 by a clinical study which revealed that the best results  were obtained for those 
who were treated with this diet during a period up to 6-8 years after diagnosis.5 These 
and other studies from this group strongly indicated, contrary to the conventional 
wisdom,  that type 2 diabetes was reversible in many individuals who experienced and 
maintained weight loss after short-term severe calorie restriction with no other 
intervention and with no diabetic medication after the start of therapy. These studies 
were published in major diabetes journals. The reaction of mainstream medicine 
appears to be to ignore all of the above. “We like the way we manage diabetes”.  
 
Professor Taylor’s group has also contributed greatly to the understanding of what 
happens in the pancreas as diabetes develops and progresses and how severe calorie 
restriction impacts this pathology. This is partly because of their expertise in MRI 
imaging. This has solidified Dr. Taylor’s views that fat accumulation (triglycerols) in the 
pancreas is a critical factor in beta cell dysfunction and supports his view that this is part 
of a cycle that involves insulin resistance, weight gain, fat accumulation and export from 
the liver, thus fat accumulation in the pancreas.4,6,7   
 
A just-published report in Lancet, the DiRECT study,8 has tested the Newcastle Diet 
with a much larger group of subjects than in earlier studies. This was an unblinded 
intervention study involving 149 participants and 149 controls. Mean weight at baseline 
was about 100kg (SD 17 kg) i.e. about 220 lbs. The mean HbA1c was 7.7% and the 
fasting blood glucose about 9 mmol/L. The mean time since diabetes diagnosis was 3 
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years with exclusion from the study for > 6 years. Subjects were almost all of white 
ethnicity and 66% female. They were recruited from 49 primary care practices in 
Scotland and the Tyneside region of England. The weight loss intervention involved a 
prepared diet (825-853 calories/day, 59% carbohydrate, 13% fat, 26% protein and 2% 
fiber), At the start, all diabetic medications were stopped along with antihypertensives 
since blood pressure rapidly decreases on a very low energy diet. After 3 months, 
regular food was introduced with a structured food reintroduction program for 2-8 weeks 
followed by a supervised program with the aim of post-intervention weight maintenance 
until 12 months had elapsed since enrollment.  
 
Diabetes was considered in remission if HbA1c was < 6.5% (a widely used criterion). In 
the intervention group, 24% achieved ≥ 15 kg weight loss at 12 months. Controls lost 
almost no weight over the entire study. The proportion achieving remission depended 
strongly on weight loss, 86% for ≥ 15 kg, 57% for those losing 10-15 kg and 34% for 5-
10 kg. Overall, almost half those completing the trial experienced remission which was 
durable at 12 months. Among the intervention group, there was considerable 
improvement in quality of life. A 4-year follow-up study is planned.  
 
While cardiovascular outcomes were not monitored, the authors point out that in the 
study Look Ahead, a 10% weight loss was associated with a 21% decrease of 
cardiovascular outcomes during a follow-up of about 10 years.   
 
The results of this study further strengthen the view that the prevention and treatment of 
diabetes must be approached by dealing with the primary causes rather than 
manipulating or managing hyperglycemia which is a symptom or marker. This non-drug 
approach deserves much more attention than it is getting.  
  
This study provides the first evidence from a randomized controlled trial, the holy grail of 
evidence-based medicine, of a simple dietary intervention with remission of type 2 
diabetes as the primary outcome. This trial involved a weight management program 
delivered by existing staff in primary care settings. Unfortunately, almost all type 2 
diabetics do not have access to clinics interested in implementing this intervention, 
partly because is largely unknown and partly because there are too many diabetics to 
make this a viable option, probably for years to come. It is also not the way to make 
money on diabetes (please excuse the cynicism).  
 
Editor’s perspective: This body of work appears to have been largely ignored and type 
2 diabetes continues to be considered an inexorable progressive disease. As the 
disease progresses, so do the adverse effects which can destroy the quality of life and 
shorten life expectancy. Diabetes is associated with other chronic diseases such as 
kidney disease, Alzheimer’s disease and cardiometabolic diseases. Heart disease is a 
major cause of death among diabetics. Foot amputations cause disability. Mainstream 
medicine manages diabetes rather than curing it, although an exception occurs after 
bariatric surgery. However, in many introductions to papers concerning this disease in 
the medical literature it is admitted that drugs only modestly delay the inevitable 
progression and the unfortunate consequences. Successfully managing hyperglycemia 
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does not generally imply bringing fasting blood glucose and HbA1c down into the 
prediabetic range. In the DiRECT study, 75% of the subjects at enrollment were on oral 
antidiabetic medication and had high values of both these markers. It was apparently 
too early in their disease to be on insulin as well. Exercise and diet used as 
conventional accompaniment to drugs appear to have little impact. After all, they do not 
work very well in general for overweight or obese individuals.  
 
Given the success of do-it-yourself attempts mentioned above, it is possible that this is 
the only application of these results that has any hope of making an impact on this 
epidemic. All one has to do is count calories. It appears likely that it does not make 
much difference what one eats when only 600-700-800 calories is consumed daily. The 
clinical studies of necessity must have a carefully controlled diet to maximize validity. 
The DiRECT study was certainly not a low-carb diet. One could simply try a prudent 
diet, perhaps low in sugar and starch, but otherwise one that is satisfying and perhaps 
represent only a modest change as regards choice of foods. Taking a 
multivitamin/mineral daily appears very important during the diet since the intake of 
micronutrients, even if it initially was adequate, is going to be considerably reduced 
when one goes from 2000-3000 calories/day to this semi-starvation diet. Weight loss, 
fasting blood glucose and even 2-hour post meal glucose are easily measured at home. 
Diabetics on insulin do it all the time. 
 
However, anyone attempting this needs supervision from their physician. Very low 
calorie diets along with antihypertensive medication can dangerously lower blood 
pressure, but this is easily monitored at home. Anyone with retinopathy needs 
supervision since the diet can temporarily aggravate this condition8 and monitoring by a 
physician is necessary. Initially, constipation can also be a huge problem for some. As 
indicated in the appendix to the DiRECT study, other common adverse effects include 
headache, dizziness, and fatigue. But less than 10% of patients experience these as 
severe or moderate and almost all disappear during the return to a higher calorie diet if 
not earlier. The most important consideration is maintaining the end of diet weight with 
slow introduction of more food and daily weighing. This brings us back to low sugar and 
low starch.  
 
Is it worth it? Yes seems to be the only answer. The consequences of diabetes and its 
progression to insulin dependence (highly likely) are unpleasant to contemplate. Some 
might say that the lucky ones simply have a fatal heart attack and do not suffer from 
peripheral neuropathy, injuries, even a paper cut that does not heal, gangrene, 
amputations, etc., all of which destroy quality of life and may depress those who 
believed that management trough moderation of hyperglycemia would prevent this.  
  
Obesity, diabetes and the associated chronic diseases will ultimately bring down whole 
health care systems with treatment costs that will be impossible cover. Sophisticated 
targeted drugs are being actively sought but they will no doubt be expensive and sooner 
or later governments and insurance companies will rebel.  
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THE NUTRIENT GAP AND SUPPLEMENTS 
 

First, consider the positions regarding supplements from the US National Institutes of 
Health and the American Heart Association. The NIH: “It’s possible to get all the 
nutrients you need by eating a variety of healthy foods, so you don’t have to take one 
[supplement]. But supplements can be useful for filling the gaps in your diet.” The 
American Heart Associated (AHA) also tells us that first and foremost, eat a healthy 
diet. In addition, do not take antioxidant vitamin supplements such as A, C and E. 
However, patients with heart disease should consume about 1 gram of omega-3 fatty 
acids (EPA and DHA) per day and for elevated triglycerides, 2-4 grams per day. Both 
tell us to first consult our physicians regarding a healthy diet.   
 
There are some problems with this advice. Many physicians have no idea what a 
healthy diet is. National surveys repeatedly find high prevalence of deficiencies even as 
defined by mainstream nutrition. Physicians are so briefly exposed to nutrition in 
medical school that they are a dubious source of advice, and the advice is probably 
based on guidelines which change constantly and are of dubious validity. Agriculture 
moves closer and closer to farmlands that are seriously depleted on nutrients and 
reliant on chemicals to make their crops grow. Thus it appears to be a myth that in real 
life a complete solution to proper nutrition is food. People eat what they like and for 
many there is neither interest nor knowledge regarding diet. For most, it would take 
considerable effort to a identify “gaps” in diet and how to remedy them. 
 
However, the situation is even worse. Critical mineral and vitamin levels are rarely 
measured in blood work ordered as part of a check-up or assessment associated with a 
health problem. Vitamin B12 is probably an exception, especially for older individuals. 
We have reached the point where it appears that the prevalence of illness is simply 
passed off as due to age, poor lifestyle choices, and obesity. It is now normal for a 65-
75 year old to be on 8-10 medications. In addition, junk food and convenience food are 
now the default diet solution for the busy modern family and also of great appeal for 
those living hand to mouth or near the poverty level. Junk food and fast food 
unfortunately frequently offer the best value measured as cost per calorie.  
 
In the US, there is a periodic national examination of a number of health and nutrition 
factors and parameters. It is called the National Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey (NHANES). The data from the 2007-2012 survey provides insight into the extent 
of failure to meet the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) or Adequate Intake (AI) for 
micro nutrients. The former is the average intake level estimated to meet the 
requirements of half of healthy individuals in a group. The latter is the recommended 
average intake level based on approximations or estimates of intake by a group of 
healthy individuals and deemed adequate. In the table presented below are given the 
percentages of the US population falling below the EAR based on the NHANES data for 
2007-2010.9 
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TABLE: Percent of the US population that are vitamin or mineral deficient, i.e.  
Obtain less than the EAR for selected nutrients from food alone or food plus a 
multivitamin/mineral supplement (MVMS). Age ≥ 4 years.  

 
 Food Only Food + MVMS 

Nutrient % Deficient % Deficient 
POTASSIUM 100 100 
VITAMIN D 94.3 74.6 
CHOLINE 91.7 91.6 
VITAMIN E 88.5 67.1 
VITAMIN K 66.9 62.8 
MAGNESIUM 52.2 46.6 
CALCIUM 44.1 39.5 
VITAMIN A 43 35 
VITAMIN C 38.9 31.2 
ZINC 11.7 9.6 

 
 
Not only is it obvious that a significant portion of the population is deficient but 
supplementation is not providing an adequate solution, probably because of the low 
levels of these micronutrients in most preparations. There are huge differences in 
MVMSs as can be seen by downloading the contents lists of one-a-day preparations 
such as Centrum Silver and that from Life Extension. It is also important to recognize 
that the EARs (and AIs) are generally conservative and may be seriously low compared 
to the views of some experts. Note also as mentioned above, the AHA discourages 
vitamin A, C and E supplementation. In fact humans do not even make vitamin C and 
subclinical scurvy may be common. Out-of-season fresh food sources can be expensive 
and may be ignored by those with low incomes. 
 
The potassium deficiency should be particularly alarming. The sodium/potassium ratio is 
very important and it is unlikely there is a sodium deficiency in the population studied. 
The ratio must, for many, be vary unfavorable and carry implications for hypertension, 
mortality and increased risk of cardiovascular events.10,11  Such a widespread deficiency 
is probably due to low intake rather than high loss which can be caused by a number of 
disorders, medications and some lifestyle factors such as high alcohol consumption. 
 
The numbers in the table do not reflect severe deficiencies, only the percentage of the 
population that does not meet what might be considered the threshold for health. Some 
perspective can be obtained from the US Center for Disease Control Second National 
Report on Biochemical Indicators of Diet and Nutrition (2012). A pdf file is available on 
the Internet.  
 

•     Severe vitamin D deficiency (serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D < 30 mmol/L) was 
found in 23 million Americans (8.1%) but with non-Hispanic blacks at 31%, 
Mexican-Americans at 11.3% and non-Hispanic whites at 3.6%. If the range is 
expanded to include insufficiency (< 50 mmol/L) then 90 million Americans (32%) 
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are insufficient or worse, non-Hispanic blacks 70.6% and Mexican Americans 
44.2%.  

•     Vitamin B6 deficiency was found in 30 million Americans (10.5%) and for those 
over 6, 16%. Depression, weakened immune system, and mental confusion are 
associated with this deficiency.  

•     For women 12 to 49, 7.5 million have low body iron status, presumably due to 
failure to compensate for menstrual blood loss. Low iron status is linked to 
reduced physical capacity, poor pregnancy outcomes and if not treated, can 
progress to anemia.  

•     Approximately 30% of pregnant women in the US were found to be marginally 
iodine deficient, a problem iodized salt was expected to rectify decades ago. It is 
an essential component of the thyroid hormones which are necessary 
components in the functioning of critical enzymes and regulating metabolic 
processes. Deficiency disorders include hypothyroidism, and in children mental 
retardation and developmental and growth abnormalities. The US goiter belt 
became famous. The iodine deficiency responsible for the goiters was due to 
local low levels in food and thus in agricultural land.  Added salt in processed 
food may not be iodized. The Life Extension one-a-day vitamin/mineral 
formulation contains 150 micrograms of potassium iodide as does Centrum 
Silver. 

 
The above is just a selection among many deficiencies. The proper functioning of 
humans depends on hundreds of processes which are generally strictly regulated by 
very complex mechanisms. Vitamins and minerals play an essential role in most of 
these processes. Frequently they are vital in one or more or even hundreds of 
biochemical pathways. Important biochemical molecules contain minerals and many 
minerals act as cofactors for enzyme-controlled chemistry with deficiency resulting in 
malfunctioning.12-14 It would take a book to properly deal with this subject. Some 
perspective can be obtained from the piece on Alzheimer’s disease in the November 
2017 issue where micronutrient levels where an integral part of risk assessment and 
supplementation used to rectify deficiency.  
 
It is a huge mistake to view those who express concern as crackpots or supplement 
nuts. However, a logical and scientific approach to supplementation is difficult since it 
would involve a large number of blood test, some not readily available, and a 
dependence on expert opinion as to optimum levels for good health which might be a 
mistake. However, the above table makes it clear that on average the multi 
vitamin/mineral supplementation is rather ineffective in dealing with deficiencies due to 
inadequate and perhaps even an involuntary poor diet. There is also the fear frequently 
expressed by the general public and mainstream medicine that there are risks in taking 
supplements. The NHANES study also looked at percentages exceeding the 
recommended upper limits and found very few examples with meaningful percentages.9 
However, there are isolated examples such as calcium where there are differences in 
adverse effects from high intake from food vs. supplements. Only with supplemental 
calcium were adverse effects seen. The reason appears unknown. Finally, there is 
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growing concern that supplements may carry toxic impurities, pills or capsules may 
contain less than the amounts on the label, and some may even be fake.  
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